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The main theme emerging in The Bookseller Rising Stars list—
the annual run-down of the best and brightest young (and some
not so young) guns in the industry—is that job specs in the
modern book trade are evolving rapidly, with a plethora of new
roles that would have been inconceivable 10 years ago.

The Rising Stars 2014
(http://www.thebookseller.com/feature/booksellers-rising-stars-
2014.html) consists of a number of people who have set out
their stalls with completely new jobs both outside and within

organisations. Philippa Donovan set up her literary consultancy Smart Quill Editorial to bridge
the increasing gap between agents, publishers and authors. Similarly, Gareth Howard and
Hayley Radford set up their consultancy Authoright to help both authors (traditional, self and
hybrids) and established companies navigate the increasingly choppy publishing waters.
They have also expanded with a related events arm (it launched the London Authors Fair this
year) and an imprint, Clink Street Publishing.

Donovan explained that after working in editorial at Egmont, as a scout for Anne Louise
Fisher and as an agent at AP Watt, she felt she was doing less and less of what she loved
most: working directly with authors. She said: “Roles are changing. As editors are becoming
more involved with costings, marketing, etc, agents are taking on more and more. This
means that there is an increasing workload for both sides, and there is often less time for
authors. So I felt I needed to create a business that carved out that direct bond.”     

Within organisations there are the likes of agent Alice Lutyens (pictured), who saw a gap in
the market and boldly reimagined Curtis Brown’s audio rights business, hugely increasing the
number of deals for the agency. Entrepreneur Matthias Ick, meanwhile, was hired by
Macmillan Digital Education specifically to seek out start-up investments. Yes, publishers
have acquired other businesses for ages, but it is almost revolutionary for an established
company to bring in a relative outsider with a wide remit that looks at the consumer first.

Even the Rising Stars in ostensibly traditional roles have greater reach and responsibility than
their book trade counterparts of previous generations. The Wellcome Collection’s Kirty
Topiwala, for example, has not only revamped the organisation’s publishing programme, she
has also taken on the reimagining of the Wellcome Book Prize. Gollancz publishing director
Gillian Redfearn has signed up some of the science fiction and fantasy imprint’s biggest
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stars, but is also instrumental in the success of the online portals such as SF Gateway; her
job is as much about reaching out to the SFF community as it is about commissioning
books.

John Athanasiou, HarperCollins’ director of people, believes those in the industry “simply
can’t be one dimensional anymore”. He said: “Obviously digital is at the heart of this;
everyone has digital as an added part of their job.” Claire Law, m.d. of recruitment
consultancy Atwood Tate, has also noticed a shift. She said: “Roles are evolving. I think it is
crucial for anyone in publishing to seek training, to make sure they have the skills they need
to succeed.”

Athanasiou agreed. “Ongoing development is key,” he said. “And it works best if it goes two
ways. We have a mentoring programme and often the mentor learns as much as the mentee,
as the mentee tends to be from [tech-savvy] Generation Y.” He added: “Ultimately, the
mindset might be as important as the skill-sets in making future Rising Stars. A powerful
thing for an employee to have is emotional intelligence, which enables them to adapt to the
constant changes and ambiguity of the industry.”

Rising Stars look to the future

If you look at the list of Rising Stars (http://www.thebookseller.com/feature/booksellers-
rising-stars-2014.html), it will not take long to see just how busy the 42 entrants have been
so far in 2014. From new initiatives and thriving campaigns to publishing bestsellers and
creating new websites, there is a whole raft of creative and clever thinking coming from the
selection of stars. But it does not end there—the rest of the year is set to be just as
promising.

Determined to take books to where its customers want them, Gavin Sathianathan, m.d. of
blinkbox books, Tesco’s e-book site, said that his goal for the year ahead was to widen
blinkbox’s reach and “align with Tesco’s broader digital ambitions . . . there are a lot of things
we want to do both platform and device-wise and we will be thinking about devices and
services and how we can expand. More and more people are reading on smartphones and I
expect that niche to become more mainstream, so we will be thinking about that and making
sure we get books to people how and where they want them.”

Similarly, Gareth Howard and Hayley Radford, co-founders of Authoright, said the company
was aiming to, “keep growing and reach more authors in the UK, the US and beyond. Our
New York Author Fair in September will be another benchmark for us, as will the self-
publishing space we’re curating for Frankfurt Book Fair. We’re always juggling new ideas and
we have two or three in the pipeline which might just cause a stir.”

Faber editor Sarah Savitt and Penguin Random House’s digital project manager Hattie Foster
will focus on “exciting” projects. Savitt will be working with Faber’s Henry Volans on the
release of Iain Pears’ Arcadia, a multi-layered story that was conceived and written for digital
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publication. It will be released as a purpose-built app before its issue as a print book.

Foster said that PRH has “a highly ambitious project coming up”, adding: “I’m excited by
ideas and opportunities to re-frame our authors’ and brands’ work in new and interesting
ways. This project will explore that with one of our key authors, putting a story and its
content in the hands of a global audience, inspiring them to roam and interpret outside the
usual restrictions of format types or their location.”
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Chi Onwurah libraries
10 comments • 2 days ago•

Elizabeth — The first person to back the
march was Jeremy Corbyn, and that's
certainly very prominent in the publicity,
but let's not forget why that is so. It …

Paris bookshops battle sales slump
after terrorist attacks
1 comment • 3 days ago•

Helena Halme — This is so terribly sad. I
was in Paris a couple of days after the
Charlie Hebdo shootings and on holiday
in Provence on the 14th July. It was …

Online bookseller Bookman & Black
cancelled
2 comments • 3 days ago•

Inkozi — Firstly - correct. Secondly - yes,
it does. But in no way could the
experince be described as 'magical'.

Arts Council awards Nine Arches £50k
funding grant
1 comment • 2 days ago•

Wendy Goulstone — I am absolutely
delighted to hear this good news. All best
wishes to wonderful Nine Arches Press.
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Marketing Manager (maternity cover) (http://jobs.thebookseller.com/job/marketing-manager-
maternity-cover-0)

Key Account Manager (http://jobs.thebookseller.com/job/key-account-manager-9)

Digital Marketing Manager – EMEA – Journals (http://jobs.thebookseller.com/job/digital-
marketing-manager-emea-journals-0)

Film deal for Frances Hardinge novel (/news/film-deal-frances-hardinge-novel-381291)

BIBF: Dohle warns on impact of subscription model (/news/dohle-warns-subscription-model-
impact-bibf-383001)

EC criticised for targeting US companies over tax avoidance (/news/us-ec-tax-probe-382996)

Amazon to screen Gaiman's American Gods in the UK (/news/amazon-screen-american-gods-
uk-382991)

Children of Time wins Arthur C Clarke award (/news/tchaikovsky-wins-2016-arthur-c-clarke-
award-382981)

Amazon to donate Kindles to developing countries (/news/amazon-donate-kindles-developing-
countries-382976)

LATEST NEWS STORIES

THE OFFICIAL UK CHART (/BOOK-CHARTS)

1. Harry Potter and the Cursed Child
by Rowling, J K, Thorne, Jack & Tiffany, John

2. The Girl on the Train
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by Paula Hawkins

3. After You
by Jojo Moyes

4. 15th Affair
by James Patterson

5. In the Cold Dark Ground
by Stuart MacBride

6. Local Girl Missing
by Claire Douglas

7. Three Sisters, Three Queens
by Philippa Gregory

8. Lean in 15: the Shape Plan
by Joe Wicks

9. Me Before You
by Jojo Moyes

10. Lean in 15
by Joe Wicks
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